GT8400-03P SIDELOAD HEADER CENTER PIVOT SIMULTANEOUS PAIR INSWING WITH PANIC

ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY (SEE NOTE 3)

RIGHT HAND OPERATOR

LEFT HAND OPERATOR

GT8400 CONVERSION UNIT (SPRING CLOSER) SIDELOAD HEADER AND OPERATOR

HINGED ACCESS COVER

5 1/2 [140]

1 1/8 [29]

2 3/4 [70]

1 3/8 [35]

155 [393]

198 [503]

OVERALL FRAME HEIGHT

DOOR OPENING HEIGHT

INT. SIDE

EXT. SIDE

VERTICAL SECTION CENTER PIVOT

PANIC BREAKAWAY

PANIC BREAKAWAY

OPERATOR (INTERIOR) SIDE

INTERIOR ELEVATION/PLAN

GUIDE RAILS

STANDARD DOOR OPENING WIDTH
62" [1575] TO 98" [2489]

EXTERIOR SIDE

INTERIOR SIDE

PIVOT FINGER GUARD

OUTLINE OF SIDELOAD HEADER AND OPERATOR

TYP. HEADER WIDTH (DOOR OPENING WIDTH + 3 1/2" [89])
(CONTACT ENGINEERING FOR MINIMUM HEADER WIDTH)

HORIZONTAL SECTION

NOTES:
1. GUIDE RAILS, MATS, FUSH PLATES AND VARIOUS ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR THE DOOR ACTIVATION AND CONTROL ARE OPTIONAL. CONSULT WITH YOUR NABCO/GYRO TECH DISTRIBUTOR.
2. DOORS AND FRAMES ARE NOT INCLUDED UNLESS NOTED.
3. POWER TO HEADER WILL BE 115VAC, 5 AMP PER OPERATOR PROVIDED BY ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR.
4. STANDARD HARDWARE SUPPLIED WILL ACCOMMODATE DOOR THICKNESS OF 1 3/4" TO 2 1/4".

Effective Date: 24 NOV 2014